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Summary
Hepatitis delta virus (HDV), as a defective sub-virus that co-infects with hepatitis B
virus, imposes an emerging global health burden. However, genetic characteristics
and molecular classification of HDV remain under investigated. In this study, we have
systematically retrieved and analysed a large set of HDV full-length genome sequences and identified novel recombinants. Based on phylogenetic and genetic anal-
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yses, we have established an updated classification system for HDV when
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currently available HDV genetic data remain limited, and thus our proposed classifi-

recombinants were excluded. Furthermore, we have mapped the global distribution
of different genotypes and subtypes. Finally, we have compiled a complete set of
reference genomes for each subtype and proposed criteria for future identification
of novel genotypes and subtypes. Of note, the global distribution map indicates that
cation will likely evolve as future epidemiological data will accumulate. These results
will facilitate the future research on the diagnosis, screening, epidemiology, evolution, prevention and clinical management of HDV infection.
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(negative), circular complementary antigenomic RNA (cRNA, positive),
and a short linear polyadenylated antigenomic RNA (positive).2 This

Hepatitis delta virus (also known as hepatitis D virus, HDV) is a de-

linear form is the messenger RNA (mRNA) template encoding only

fective sub-virus that requires hepatitis B virus (HBV) surface antigen

one functional open reading frame (ORF) for the translation of the

(HBsAg) for virion assembly. The genome of HDV is a circular negative

hepatitis delta antigen (HDAg).3 Though HDV RNA is single-stranded,

single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) composed of approximately 1700 nu-

it is capable of undergoing self-cleavage and ligation to generate cir-

cleotides (nt). It is considered the smallest RNA genome in all known

cular RNA. Due to the high GC content of the nucleotide sequence,

animal viruses. There are three forms of HDV RNA without any DNA

HDV RNA can also fold as an unbranched, double-stranded, rod-like

1

intermediate during viral replication, including circular genomic RNA

structure with over 70% intra-molecular base-pairing.4

Abbreviations: bp, base pair; cRNA, complementary RNA; GEP, gap extension penalty; GOP, gap-opening penalty; GTR, General Time Reversible; HBsAg, hepatitis B surface antigen; HBV,
hepatitis B virus; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; HDAg, hepatitis delta antigen; HDV, hepatitis delta virus/hepatitis D virus; JTT, Jones-Taylor-Thornton; ML, maximum-likelihood; mRNA,
messenger RNA; NJ, neighbour-joining; nts, nucleotides; ORF, open reading frame; ssRNA, single-stranded RNA; WHV, woodchuck hepatitis B virus.
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Since the identification of HDV in the 1970s, this peculiar patho5,6

regarded as potential recombinants and require further recombi-

and routine di-

nation identification. Recombination events were confirmed by

agnosis is rare in clinical practice.7 However, co-infection of HDV

Bootscanning analysis performed in Simplot v3.5.1 programs using

with HBV causes the most severe form of acute and chronic viral

Kimura 2-parameter with a 160 base pair (bp) window, a 20 bp step

hepatitis in humans.1 It has been estimated that almost 5% of HBV

increment, and 1000 bootstrap replicates. The recombination crite-

infected patients have HDV co-infection and up to 80% of these co-

rion is breakpoint high than >80% of the permuted tree.

gen has been neglected over the past decades,

infected patients can further progress to cirrhosis.8,9 This long-term
co-infection is associated with more rapid and severe progression
to cirrhosis or hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) than HBV infection

2.3 | Phylogenetic and genetic analyses

alone.7 Worse yet, clustered outbreaks of HDV superinfection peri-

The new dataset without potential recombinants was realigned.

odically occur across the world, imposing an emerging global health

Model Selection (ML) implemented in MEGA was used to find the

burden.1,7

best DNA/protein model. The best DNA and protein models were

As a single-stranded RNA, HDV is expected to evolve rapidly.

the General Time Reversible (GTR) model and the Jones-Taylor-

Previous studies have indicated that HDV genotype plays an import-

Thornton (JTT) model, respectively. The maximum-likelihood (ML)

ant role in pathogenesis and the efficiency of RNA editing can affect

tree was reconstructed using the best model with 5 rate categories

its natural history.10 However, the genetic features of HDV remain

(G) and invariable sites (I). The neighbour-joining (NJ) tree was recon-

poorly characterized, and the current molecular classification sys-

structed using p-distance model with Bootstrap method test. Branch

11,12

tems are inconsistent.

Given that the epidemiology, virus evolu-

tion, infection course, clinical outcome and treatment response are

support was calculated using 1000 replicates, and only bootstrap
values >70% were showed. Trees were rooted with WHV8 strain.

likely associated with the different genotypes or subtypes, we aim to

Hepatitis delta virus genotype distribution map was modified

clarify the molecular classification of HDV and to propose standard-

according to the free map templates (http://d-maps.com/carte.

ized reference genomes.

php?num_car=13180&lang=en) using Inkscape 0.92.2 software.
Nucleotide similarities were calculated by the program Sequence
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Distances implemented in MegAlign software (Lasergene software;
DNASTAR), and genetic distances were calculated by MEGA with the
Kimura 2-parameter/gamma model and 1000 bootstrap replicates.

2.1 | Sequence download
All HDV full-length genome sequences available before 1 December
2017 were downloaded from NCBI Nucleotide Database. “Hepatitis
delta virus” [Organism] NOT “patent” [title] was used as the search
term, and the search results were filtered by sequence length from
1500 to 2000 nt. 357 full-length sequences were retrieved from
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3.1 | Standardization of HDV full-length
genome sequences and identification of potential
recombinants

the search records but the final dataset comprised 345 sequences

Three hundred and fifty-seven original full-length sequences were

after removing duplication. Information on accession number-strain/

retrieved, but 345 valid sequences were finally included after re-

isolate-collection date-country/geographic origin, if available, was

moving duplications. Our preliminary alignment of original dataset

simultaneously retrieved from the database.

found that only a set of strains isolated from Brazil (accession number from KF786305 to KF786352) were cRNA form,17 and all the

2.2 | Sequence alignment and recombinants
identification

others were genomic RNA form. Furthermore, several strains from
Turkey (accession number from HQ005364 to HQ005372) showed
abnormal initial reading site, starting and ending at site 227.18 For

The original dataset was aligned by ClustalW (1.6) listed in the MEGA

further phylogenetic and genetic analysis, all original genomic RNA

(version 7.0.26) using a gap-opening penalty (GOP) of 15 and a gap

sequences were transformed to cRNA form and these Turkey strains

extension penalty (GEP) of 6.66.13-15 RNA sequences were stand-

were standardized to read from 1 to 1678.

ardized to antigenomic cRNA form reading from normal initial site.

Through preliminary phylogenetic analysis, 53 strains present-

The standardized dataset was realigned with woodchuck hepatitis B

ing conflicting signals were screened out for further Bootscanning

virus (WHV, accession number J04514, WHV8 strain)16 by ClustalW

analysis. 33 out of these 53 strains were finally confirmed that sub-

and went through minimum manual corrections. The well-aligned

stantial recombination events occurred. Among these, two strains

dataset was used to construct the preliminary phylogenetic tree

(AB118845 and KF660598) have been previously reported as re-

using different algorithm models listed in MEGA. Strains emerged

combinant,19,20 and the other 31 strains were newly identified re-

as outlier branches or clustered as peculiar branches located at the

combinants in this study (Figures S1 and S2). The recombination

crotch of different trees indicating the presence of recombinant

genotype component and corresponding breakpoint positions were

sequences. These strains presenting the conflicting signals were

summarized in Table S1.
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F I G U R E 1 Phylogenetic analysis of
312 hepatitis delta virus (HDV) full-length
antigenomic RNA (cRNA) sequences. The
maximum-likelihood (ML) tree of eight
HDV genotypes with subtypes showing
the overall classification framework. All
original HDV full-length genomic RNA
sequences were transformed to cRNA
sequences and standardized to read from
1 to 1678. The tree was reconstructed
using the best DNA model, General Time
Reversible (GTR) model of evolution with
5 rate categories (G) and invariable sites
(I). Potential recombinants were excluded
from the tree. Branch support was
calculated using 1000 replications, and
only bootstrap values >70% are shown.
The tree was rooted with woodchuck
hepatitis B virus (WHV)

3.2 | Phylogenetic analysis and updated molecular
classification

clades and further clearly grouped as eight small solid clades with
100% bootstrap value support. These eight clades were corresponding to eight genotypes, and in line with the classification previously

After removing the recombinant sequences, the phylogenetic trees

descripted.12 Notably, genotype 2 and genotypes 4-8 were consist-

were constructed using two different models, ML and NJ. The tree

ently clustered as one big clade, and genotype 3 was located more

topologies obtained with the two models were similar. The ML tree

close to the root of the trees.

was shown in Figure 1 and the NJ tree was shown in Figure S3. In

As shown in the trees, eight genotypes were respectively fur-

our rooted trees, 312 full-length strains were clustered as three big

ther grouped into two (a, b) or three (a-c) subtypes (Figures 1 and

4
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F I G U R E 2 Genetic analysis of 312 hepatitis delta virus (HDV) full-length antigenomic RNA (cRNA) sequences. Cartoon representation
of the identification criteria of HDV novel genotype or subtype. The comparisons of mean intergenotypic and intersubtypic nucleotide
similarity and genetic distance were based on 312 HDV full-length cRNA sequences. Axes show the percentage similarity and genetic
distance, respectively. The blue dash line indicates the lowest range of intergenotypic nucleotide similarity and genetic distance, the red
dash line indicates the cut-off range between genotype and subtype, and the green dash line indicates the highest range of intersubtypic
nucleotide similarity and genetic distance. The detailed results of calculation were shown in Figure S5A,B
S3). Genotype 3 and 6 were segregated into three subtypes, and
genotype 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8 were only grouped into two subtypes.

3.3 | Diversity of HDV genotype distribution

Referring to the nomenclature used for HCV, 21 capital in the nomen-

The global distribution of HDV genotype varies geographically

clature of HDV subtypes was used to indicate the unconfirmed sta-

(Figure 3). Genotype 1 is common globally; genotype 2 and 4 are

tus due to the available sequences less than three. Furthermore, we

mainly in Asia; genotype 3 is in South America; whereas genotype

performed the same phylogenetic analysis using subgenomic HDAg

5-8 are in Africa. It is noteworthy that several genotypes or sub-

coding gene fragment (600 nt) and the corresponding amino acid

types concurrently prevail in most endemic regions, such as Asia

sequences. However, though some genotypes could be classified

and Africa. Particularly, HDV strains circulating in Africa exhibit ex-

faithfully by using subgenomic fragment or HDAg amino acid, the

tremely high genotypic diversity.

classification of many other genotypes and subtypes were variable
(Figure S4A,B).
To further support our classification system, we compared the
nucleotide similarities and genetic distances between different

3.4 | Proposed criteria for identifying novel HDV
genotype or subtype

groups (Figures 2 and S5). Comparative genetic analyses showed

Based on our phylogenetic and genetic analysis, we hereby pro-

that HDV genotype 3 was distantly separated from other genotypes.

posed the identification criteria for novel HDV genotype and sub-

The intergenotypic nucleotide similarities and genetic distances be-

type. Firstly, standardized HDV full-length antigenomic sequence is

tween genotype 3 and other genotypes were 61.79%-63.97% and

recommended to be used. Secondly, potential recombination should

0.334-0.355, respectively, outside the ranges of intergenotypic nu-

be excluded and phylogenetically cluster together as a solid group or

cleotide similarities and genetic distances between other genotypes

subgroup is essentially required. Finally, phylogenetic grouping should

(69.64%-79.96%, 0.207-0.285). In addition, HDV genotype 1 showed

be supported by nucleotide similarity and genetic distance of in-

higher divergence than other genotypes. The nucleotide similarity

tergenotype or intersubtype. The demarcation of a novel genotype is

of intersubtype between subtype 1a and 1b was 82.58%, which was

the intergenotypic nucleotide similarity at the range of 60.0%-81.5%

lower than the intersubtype nucleotide similarity range within other

and the corresponding intergenotypic genetic distance at the range of

genotypes (85.82%-90.49%). The genetic distance of intersubtype

0.200-0.360. For novel subtype, the intersubtypic nucleotide similar-

between subtype 1a and 1b was 0.162, higher than the range within

ity and the corresponding intersubtypic genetic distance are at the

other genotypes (0.094-0.139).

range of 81.5%-91.0% and 0.090-0.200, respectively (Figure 2).
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F I G U R E 3 Worldwide distribution of hepatitis delta virus (HDV) genotypes and subtypes. Data were based on HDV full-length genomic
sequences. This map was modified according to the free map templates (http://d-maps.com/carte.php?num_car=13180&lang=en) using
Inkscape 0.92.2 software

3.5 | Proposed reference genomes for
HDV subtypes

Finally, 21 full-length genome sequences were proposed as the
references for eighteen HDV subtypes (Table 1). We proposed one
reference sequence for each subtype of genotypes 2-8. But 5 ref-

In order to facilitate the communication between researchers and

erence sequences were proposed for two subtypes of genotype 1.

help clarify the epidemiology of HDV, we proposed a standard ref-

This is because HDV genotype 1 showed more introgenotypic diver-

erence set of full-length genome sequences. These reference se-

gence than other genotypes. As for 1a, a strain of ETH2170 (acces-

quences were selected according to the following detailed criteria.

sion no. KY463677) collected in 2013 was noted as the prototype

Firstly, only full-length genome sequences were considered, and

strain of genotype 1.12 However, another 1a strain named 36011-

subgenomic fragments or potential full-length recombinants were

NIE1150 (accession no. JX888100) was collected in 2006, which was

eliminated. Secondly, to ensure the clarity of the strain origin and to

earlier than the prototype strain. Thus, both strains were proposed

minimize disruption of previous prototype notification, priority was

as the reference sequences of 1a. For 1b, 141 full-length genome

given to the sequences with full information, but previous noted pro-

sequences were available to date. Because it was previously further

12

totype strains

were also taken into consideration at the same time.

classified as three subtypes,12 thus three sequences were proposed

Thirdly, if there was no sequence with complete information, prior-

to these three previously assigned subtypes. Notably, all the pro-

ity was given to the prototype strain(s), if prototype strain(s) was/

posed reference sequences were RNA form and only a few of them

were noted. Fourthly, if no sequence was available with complete

have collection date available.

information or noted as prototype strain for a subtype, or more than
one sequences were available for a subtype, priority was firstly given
to the sequence with earlier collection date, then to the sequence
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earlier submitted to GenBank. If the collection or submission dates
were identical, the sequence with lowest alphabetic/numeric acces-

With the introduction of HBV vaccine, although the prevalence of

sion number was proposed.

HDV has declined in some sporadic areas, the global prevalence
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Genotype
1

Subtypea

Accession no.

Strain/Isolateb

Datec

Countryd

1a

JX888100

36011-NIE1150

2006

Nigeria

1a

KY463677

ETH2170

2013

Ethiopia

1b

JX888098

24187-NIE

2004

Nigeria

1b

KJ744242

D34

2008

Iran

1b

KJ744255

D66

2003

Iran

2

2a

X60193

7/18/83

2005

Japan

2b

AJ309879

Yakut26

2016

Russia

3

3A

LT604954

dFr6727

2017

Bolivia

4

5
6

3b

AB037947

VnzD8375

2001

Venezuela

3c

KC590319

Brazil-1

2011

Brazil

4a

AF018077

TW-2b (Taiwan
isolate)

1998

China

4b

AB118818

Miyako (JA-M2)

2006

Japan

5a

JX888103

36102-NIE875

2006

Nigeria

5b

AM183331

dFr2005

2007

GW

6a

AJ584847

dFr48

2005

Cameroon

6b

JX888102

36036-NIE464

2006

Nigeria

6C

AM183332

dFr2139

2007

CAR

7

7a

AJ584844

dFr-45

2005

Cameroon

7B

AM183333

dFr2158

2017

Cameroon

8

8a

AJ584849

dFr644

2005

CGO

8B

LT594488

dFr7707

2017

COD

TA B L E 1 Reference sequences for
hepatitis delta virus subtypes

a

Capital standing for the unconfirmed status due to the available sequences less than 3.
Previous designated prototype strains are indicated in bold.
c
Sequences with clear collection date are highlighted in bold, sequences with collection date missed
and replaced by GenBank release date are shown in italic.
d
GW, Guinea-Bissau; CAR, Central African Republic; CGO, Republic of the Congo; COD, Democratic
Republic of the Congo.
b

of HDV is still high and even increasing in most of the endemic

and the laboratory (cotransfection in cell culture system). 25-27

areas, such as Central and Northern Africa, the Amazon Basin,

Through phylogenetic and Bootscaning analysis, we confirmed two

Eastern and Mediterranean Europe, the Middle East and parts of

previous reported recombinants and identified 31 new potential

Asia. 5,7,22,23 In sub-S aharan Africa, the estimated prevalence of

recombinants. The two recombinants, one intra-genotypic recom-

anti-HDV has exceeded the global prevalence and around 7 mil-

bination (AB118845, 4a/4b)20 and the other inter-genotypic recom-

lion people are infected by HDV.7 HBsAg-p ositive patients with

bination (KF660598, 2a/1b),19 have the same recombination pattern

HDV co-infection showed higher risk to progress to liver fibrosis

with only one crossover. However, the other 31 newly identified re-

or HCC compared to asymptomatic controls.7,22,24 Thus, for bet-

combinants have another predominant pattern with two crossovers.

ter management or prevention of HDV infection, diagnosis and

The formation of different recombination patterns may be associ-

screening for high-risk populations are recommended. 5,7 This in

ated with the distinct replication mechanisms of HDV genome. 27-29

turn requires a unified HDV genotype classification system. Due

Recombination events were detected among several genotypes,

to the confusion as a negative and circular genome, both genomic

but more frequent in genotype 1 and 5. For genotype 1, it may be

and antigenomic RNA forms of HDV genome sequences have been

explained by its global distribution (Figure 3).12 Although genotype

submitted to the GenBank database by different research groups

5 is mainly present in Western Africa, the high recombination fre-

and a substantial set of sequences were even read from abnormal

quency may be associated with the intergenotypic evolutional re-

initial site.17,18 Furthermore, two different genotype classification

lationship and the African origin.12,30 Analysis of the recombination

11,12

Thus, it is urgent to

junctions has indicated that recombination events occurred at four

clarify these inconsistencies, in order to facilitate the future re-

systems have been previously proposed.

regions throughout the whole genome. Among these regions, nt

search in this field.

694-872 at genomic RNA corresponding to nt 807-985 at antige-

Previous studies have demonstrated that HDV homologous re-

nomic RNA is the hotspot of HDV RNA recombination. This genome

combination may occur both in nature (patient with mixed infection)

region serves as the pseudoknot ribozyme domain of HDV genome.

|
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It is identical with the hotspot fragment “D” previously shown in the
HDV-1/HDV-4 recombination map.

28

A model has been proposed to

7

the unique features of HDV. We have proposed one reference
sequence for each subtype of genotypes 2-8 . But five reference

illustrate the mechanism of HDV recombination, which is via a viral-

sequences were proposed for the two subtypes of genotype 1, be-

RNA-structure-promoted template-switching mechanism driven by

cause of the huge divergent. When generating these 21 reference

the host RNA polymerase, 28 although further validation is required.

sequences, we found that the majority HDV full-length sequences

For molecular classification of HDV, eight clades have been

have missing information, in particular the collection date. Thus,

proposed a decade ago, but recently designated as eight geno-

we strongly recommend researchers to provide the essential in-

types.12 In contrast, a latest study has proposed to group the eight

formation, when submitting their sequence data to the online

HDV genotypes into three large genogroups by grouping clade 2

database.

11

and clade 4-6 as one.

In our study, we have applied the ML and

In summary, we have systematically retrieved and analysed

NJ models to reconstruct phylogenetic trees based on standard-

a large set of HDV full-length genome sequences and identified

ized full-length antigenomic sequences excluding the potential re-

novel recombinants. Based on phylogenetic and genetic analyses,

combinants. Indeed, all the HDV strains were clustered as three

we have established an updated classification system for HDV

big clades, but further grouped into eight groups with high boot-

when recombinants were excluded. Furthermore, we have mapped

strap value support. Even though the three big clades shared some

the global distribution of different genotypes and subtypes.

characteristics as described, three genotype classification has

Finally, we have compiled a complete set of reference genomes

neglected HDV genotypic divergence. Besides, this classification

for each subtype and proposed criteria for future identification

system only divided HDV strains as genotype, but not further into

of novel genotypes and subtypes. Of note, our global distribution

subtypes. Thus, we agree with the classification system of eight

map indicates that currently available HDV genetic data remain

genotypes.12 However, the subtype classification of genotype 1,

limited, and thus, the proposed classification will likely evolve as

3 and 6 in our system showed clear differences, compared to the

future epidemiological data will accumulate. Overall, these results

12

We grouped genotype 1 into two subtypes, 1a

shall facilitate the future research on the diagnosis, screening, epi-

and 1b. Because the previously classified strains of the HDV-1b,

demiology, evolution, prevention and clinical management of HDV

HDV-1c and HDV-1d subtypes12 do not always cluster as indepen-

infection.

previous study.

dent groups but rather as one big branch supported by over 70%
Bootstrap value in our trees (Figures 1 and S3). Genotype 3 was
segregated into 3a, 3b and 3c three subtypes by including more
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nucleotide similarity and genetic distance with other genotypes.
Given that genotype 3 was only found in South America (Figure 3),
it is plausible whether this genotype is an independent lineage
or the early HDV progenitor. The exact evolutional relationship
between genotype 3 and other genotypes requires further investigate. However, the current genetic data are still insufficient to
address this question (Figure 3). 5,7 Importantly, based on our phylogenetic and genetic results, we have proposed detailed criteria
for identifying novel genotype or subtype.
Finally, we have compiled a complete set of reference genome sequences for HDV subtypes. The main criteria were based
on previous study of hepatitis E virus reference genomes 31 and
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